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Mission critical communications 

describes networks specifically 

designed for public safety and security 

(pSS) organisations to guarantee 

robust, fail-safe and secure voice and 

data communications. a 

communications infrastructure that 

will be there when it is most needed. 

in europe, tetra (terrestrial trunked 

radio) has become the standard for 

mission critical communications.

Developed by the european 

telecommunications Standards 

institute (etSi), the first tetra voice 

network as implemented in 1997. 

today, there are over 250 tetra 

networks being used by Governments, 

pSS organisations, defence and 

military and other public services 

worldwide. 

tetra is the most mature 

communications standard of its type.

For this reason, tetra infrastructure 

has began to be increasingly deployed 

for business critical applications 

within an expanding range of 

industries. tetra networks are being 

developed to oversee the safety of 

field workers, increase productivity 

and increase business continuity 

should unexpected events occur. 

it is not only the number of business 

applications for tetra that is 

expanding. in September 2012, the 

Federal Communications Commission 

(FCC) has issued a permanent change 

to its part 90 rules to permit the 

unrestricted use of tetra technology 

for critical communications in the US 

– except for pSS organisations where 

an existing standard was already in 

place. 

iMr research states that 2011 was 

the most successful year for the 

tetra market. Moving beyond 

europe, the Middle east is experiencing 

growth in tetra systems. the FCC 

announcement opens up the potential 

of tetra to North america – where 

large tetra networks are already 

appearing in USa and Canada - and 

africa seems set for an increase in 

tetra uptake as the technology 

becomes more accepted as a viable 

alternative for critical communications 

in the vital mining and natural resource 

industries.

this white paper looks at the 

advantages tetra brings to the 

professional Mobile radio (pMr) – 

known as Land Mobile radio (LMr) in 

the US - sector. it examines why 

tetra provides the ideal platform for 

critical communications today and 

into the future.

Introduction 
Mission critical has become an over-used term. If the 
literature was to be believed almost anything can be 
described as critical to an organisation's mission.  
However, when it comes to communications the term  
has real significance.
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1) a hiGh avaiLabiLity, 
reSiLieNt iNFraStrUCtUre

this requires redundant network 

architecture, redundant links and fail-

safe network elements. base stations 

should be able to provide a minimum 

service when full network services 

are temporarily unavailable.

2) SeCUre 
CoMMUNiCatioNS

there must be a range of security 

services to protect the network from 

interception, jamming or spoofing.

3) reLiabLe 
CoMMUNiCatioNS

Communications services have to be 

accessible and stable. individual and 

group calls have to be set up within a 

predefined – and extremely low – 

timeframe. Speech packets, short 

data messages and packet data must 

be reliably transferred to the end user 

even at the cell edge.

4) eSSeNtiaL poiNt-to-
MULtipoiNt 
CoMMUNiCatioNS

the network needs the ability to 

handle multiple group calls within the 

same secure network. this should 

include group calls, group addressed 

short data messages and group 

addressed packet data.

in fact, tetra is one of very few 

technologies that can fully meet all 

these criteria enabling it to provide 

narrowband and wideband voice and 

data critical communications 

solutions into the most demanding of 

environments.

DiGitaL vS aNaLoGUe

tetra is a digital pMr technology. 

Similar to GSM and other mobile 

technologies, tetra infrastructure is 

based on cellular radio propagation 

technology. it operates at low 

frequency range. the frequency 

range used by tetra in europe is 

380-400Mhz for emergency 

communications. the airwave 

network in the UK – currently, the 

world's largest tetra network – 

operates at 400Mhz. tetra networks 

elsewhere also operate at around 

800Mhz with the FCC granting 

approval for tetra at both the 400Mhz 

and 800Mhz ranges.

this provides the major benefit of 

being able to deliver critical 

communications over a wide area 

with a minimum of base stations. 

today, however, around of 80% of 

pMr systems are analogue. this 

provides excellent voice quality and 

reliability but tetra delivers many 

benefits over analogue solutions:

SpeCtrUM eFFiCieNCy 

tetra is extremely spectrum efficient 

providing four channels per 25khz 

carrier band as compared to one or 

two channels for conventional 

analogue systems. this equates to 

6.25khz per channel – without 

interference between channels – 

giving four times the efficiency.

SeCUrity  

tetra provides higher transmission 

security at the air-interface due to the 

use of complex modulation 

technology of digital signals. in 

addition, it provides two way 

authentication between the radio and 

network infrastructure.

voiCe QUaLity

tetra delivers high performance 

communication through loud and 

distinct  digital audio even in the 

noisiest of environments.

raDio FreQUeNCy 
CoveraGe

tetra can maintain audio quality 

over greater distances than analogue. 

it is able to deliver clear and consistent 

communications in challenging 

environments such as underground.

As organisations 
look to upgrade 
their PMR 
networks, these 
extended features 
make TETRA a 
natural choice. 

The advantages of TETRA
The TETRA and Critical Communications Association (TCCA) describes the 
TETRA standard as 'a series of open interfaces, as well as services and 
facilities, in sufficient detail to enable independent manufacturers to develop 
infrastructure and terminal products that would fully interoperate with 
each other as well as meet the needs of traditional PMR user organisations.' 
To achieve its goal, the standard has to fulfil four key elements:
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TETRA: the ideal mission critical 
communications infrastructure
Undoubtedly, the 'killer application' for TETRA is secure group voice 
services. However, for closed user group calls, there is a good deal more 
than just the voice quality. Essential features include: 

Fast call set up  
The system enables call completion in milliseconds. This is not just 
network response times but must include subscriber actions and air 
interface transmissions.

Priority levels for individuals and groups  
The system can determine the order of access in high load conditions, 
and the order of preemption of users in emergency conditions. It can 
allow a call to go ahead according to the presence of certain users.

Dynamic group management  
The system can establish groups over the air – both temporarily and 
permanently – as well as delivering broadcast calls to static or 
dynamic groups. In addition, it supports group scanning with talkback 
functionality.

Advanced call features   
In terms of call features, a TETRA infrastructure supports features such 
as queued calls, late call entry and paging of one service into another.

Multi-layered security   
Security services cover static and dynamic keys, group cipher keys, 
OTAR and OTAK, E2EE and terminal stun or kill with remote disabling 
or terminals and access devices.

Extended text services   
In addition, to SDS messages, the system supports status messages 
that are used as a fast, efficient messaging alternative.

Direct mode   
Radio to radio communications should network service become 
unavailable.

Redundant network   
infrastructure TETRA builds a good deal of redundancy into network 
design to ensure there are no single points of failure.
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exteNDeD FeatUreS  
aND ServiCeS

as a digital technology, tetra can 

provide a new level of functionality 

including Short Data Service (SDS) 

messaging, full and half duplex calls, 

network and area broadcast and 

Dynamic Group Number allocation 

(DGNa) 

FaiL-SaFe operatioN

tetra provides walkie-talkie style 

operation of user devices should 

network services become temporarily 

unavailable.

as more organisations look to 

upgrade their pMr networks, these 

extended features make tetra a 

natural choice. as tetra is a platform 

based on open standards, most 

tetra solutions offer a migration 

path that allows the organisation to 

implement the best tetra solutions 

for its business requirement. 

however, the move from analogue 

pMr is being driven by the technology's 

inability to handle the rapidly growing 

data requirements of mission critical 

communications within a single 

reliable and secure integrated voice 

and data network. 

tetra vS other DiGitaL pMr

apart from tetra, there are very few 

other nonproprietary digital pMr 

standards. pSS organisations in the US 

use the aCpo p25 standard. 

alternatively, etSi is also responsible 

for developing two more standards: 

Digital Mobile radio (DMr) and Digital 

professional Mobile radio (dpMr). 

dpMr Mode 3 provides multi-channel, 

multi-site trunked radio services 

similar to tetra but it is unsuited for 

true mission-critical applications. 

DMr is the closest open digital 

standard but tetra holds distinct 

advantages in a mission critical 

environment:

SpeCtrUM eFFiCieNCy

DMr supports two voice channels 

per 12.5khz of spectrum – 

compared to the four channels per 

25khz for tetra. the result of this 

is that a single tetra base station 

allows three groups to communicate 

simultaneously in addition to a 

support channel. a DMr base 

station can only accommodate one 

group. in addition, DMr performs 

poorly with data communications. 

it has a capacity of 2.0kb/s per 

channel. tetra offers multi-slot 

packet data that increases 

throughput to 14kb/s – seven times 

the performance of DMr.

With the numerous advantages of TETRA over analogue 
and other digital PMR systems, the TETRA and Critical 
Communications Association confidently states that 
'TETRA will continue to be the standard for mission 
critical voice services for the next 10 years or more.
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ChaNNeL throUGhpUt

tetra delivers twice the capacity per 

base station compared to DMr. this 

means that the equivalent of one 

tetra base station is two DMr base 

stations with a branching system. the 

DMr infrastructure becomes less 

cost-effective or power efficient than 

tetra infrastructure.

NetworK CoveraGe  

both tetra and DMr offer coverage 

that is equal to that of comparable 

analogue systems. Unlike cellular 

standards such as GSM that require a 

guard band to eliminate interference 

between channels, both allow 

adjacent channel operation without 

interference. this virtually removes 

interference as a factor that could 

affect coverage. the flexibility of selection 

offered by the two or three channels 

with a tetra base station further 

increases coverage – a feature not 

available in most DMr base stations.

iNteroperabiLity

tetra is a highly mature open 

standards-based infrastructure used 

by hundreds of thousands of users 

each day. the result of this is twofold. 

First, all elements involved in a tetra 

network – base stations, receivers, 

masts, etc. - are available for  a wide 

range of suppliers. these suppliers 

are continually innovating to improve 

and strengthen the products and 

services they offer. Secondly, the 

solutions are designed to interoperate 

and the tetra standard mandates 

that they do. in fact the tetra 

interoperability process (iop) means 

that it has been stated that tetra has 

the most well defined, independently 

monitored and comprehensive 

approach to interoperability of any 

digital technology.   

with the numerous advantages of 

tetra over analogue and other 

digital pMr systems, the tetra and 

Critical Communications association 

confidently states that 'tetra will 

continue to be the standard for 

mission critical voice services for the 

next 10 years or more. there is no 

other technology on the horizon that 

is planned to deliver the functionality 

that tetra does today.' it further 

states: 'Dedicated harmonised spectrum 

for broadband that could be used by 

public safety and security organisations 

is several years away – probably more 

than five or seven. this means that 

the only technology available for wide 

area, mission critical data services is 

teDS'. this white paper now examines 

this assertion.

'TETRA will 
continue to be the 
standard for mission 
critical voice 
services for the next 
10 years or more.
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tetra uses its control channel for 

data traffic and can support five to 

ten SDS messages a second. it is clear 

that the network can very quickly 

become overloaded at peak times. 

For example, the exact location of 

vehicles during an emergency 

situation dictates that the vehicle 

provide its location much more 

regularly than at other times. Data 

traffic on the network can spike and 

endanger overall performance.

this is only one instance where 

effective data communications has 

become essential for  critical 

operational tasks. the rising 

importance of data means that it is 

now expected to be as reliable and 

available as voice. Some organisations 

have looked to overlay data networks 

with their tetra infrastructure. this 

may provide an acceptable solution 

for some non-mission critical 

applications but the 'best effort' 

approach of public service providers 

does not deliver the Grade of Service 

(GoS) necessary for mission critical 

data applications.

this situation has led to the 

development of tetra extended 

Data Service (teDS) to satisfy the data 

demands over a robust, reliable and 

secure network infrastructure. it is 

designed to increase data throughput 

while maintaining spectrum efficiency 

over large areas. whereas tetra was 

initially a narrowband infrastructure 

with low speed data facilities,  

teDS provides wideband data 

services with much higher capacity 

and throughput. one teDS channel 

can support as much as 40 times the 

data throughput of a single pMr 

channel and as much as 10 times that 

of a multi-slot channel.

with an upper limit of 691kb/s, teDS 

typically provides a throughput of 

around 100kb/s due to spectrum 

availability. this is still a major 

improvement on the 14kb/s of tetra 

or 2kb/s of DMr.

the result is that tetra has evolved 

from an infrastructure with basic SDS-

style data services to supporting a 

new generation of data-centric 

applications. For example, automatic 

Number plate recognition (aNpr) 

has quickly become a mainstream 

tool for police agencies worldwide 

and photographic images are now 

being distributed quickly to officers in 

the field for speedy identification of 

suspects or to help locate missing 

people.

there are many examples of where 

pSS and commercial organisations 

are implementing SDS, packet data 

and multi-slot packet data (MSpD) to 

support a wide range of applications 

from basic SCaDa and telemetry to 

full incident management. teDS is 

capable of supporting the bandwidth 

requirements for most of these 

applications. it builds on tetra to 

deliver data applications such as SDS 

messaging, avL, aNpr, database 

look-up, and high resolution still 

image and video transfer.

taken together tetra and teDs 

provide an integrated network 

infrastructure for mission critical 

communications. it can deliver a 

good deal of cost, service level and 

security benefits over a hybrid 

approach of tetra network with a 

separate overlay network for non-

mission critical data. 

however, the need for rich media and 

live video transmission in areas such 

as video surveillance places demands 

on bandwidth that teDS cannot 

support. in this situation, another 

approach to providing effective and 

secure mobile broadband services is 

likely to be required. (See the 

Challenge of Mobile broadband)  

TEDS. Answering the demands of data?
Traditional PMR networks were designed for voice as it was the dominant 
service they carried. However, the demand for data has begun to grow 
exponentially. TETRA's support for SDS messages has led to the widespread 
adoption of services such as Automatic Vehicle Location where small packets 
of data are transferred at regular intervals. 
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aUtoMatiC vehiCLe 
LoCatioN/aUtoMatiC 
perSoN LoCatioN

Monitor the location of all vehicles 

and personnel in the field. the timing 

of the transmission can be pre-

determined and altered as situational 

requirements demand.

aUtoMatiC NUMber pLate 
reCoGNitioN

Number plates can be captured, 

interrogated against back-end 

databases and results returned quickly 

to the personnel in the field.

DatabaSe LooK-Up

Users in the field have real-time 

access to databases in the office and 

can quickly locate the correct 

information or enter information 

directly from their tetra device. the 

user can prioritise selected information 

from a number of sources.

iMaGe/viDeo traNSMiSSioN

images and low speed video can be 

pushed to everyone on a tetra 

network. even without teDS, a still 

image can be pushed to every device 

on the network within 14 seconds.

SCaDa & teLeMetry

a tetra network is ideal for SCaDa 

and telemetry applications that allow 

organisations to monitor and manage 

vital remote assets over a secure 

network. it supports machine-to-

machine integration allowing systems 

to communicate between themselves 

and with human control staff.

MobiLe oFFiCe

tetra is now delivering new levels of 

speed and efficiency to bring office it 

resources to field operatives and 

deliver real-time information from 

the field into back office systems.

iNCiDeNt MaNaGeMeNt

this application integrated avL with 

other data and applications to provide 

all incident activity in one view that 

can be accessed in real time by all 

authorised levels of the organisation 

including control room, field 

command and field user.

whereas ip is not always efficient in 

narrowband networks, tetra 

messaging is designed for radio-

efficient communications. 

Standardised message formats work 

across all tetra devices. Most data 

communications and applications 

technologies from handheld to pDa 

are supported allowing an organisation 

to select the ideal technology for its 

specific requirements. 

Extending TETRA applications
TETRA has a very mature set of voice services around voice quality, service 
levels and control room and despatch applications. In addition, the 
infrastructure is increasingly data-ready and TETRA terminals are data-
enabled to deliver single-device access to voice and data. This has seen a 
growing deployment of applications such as:
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Key industries for TETRA-based mission 
critical communications
Among the leading users of TETRA are:

Public Safety and Security 
pMr was initially designed within the public safety and security sectors and it is 
no surprise that this is still the major sector for tetra deployment today. its 
ability to continue to deliver mission critical communications when public and 
private communications are no longer available makes it indispensable for 
emergency situations. as many pSS networks are national or even cross-border 
in nature achieving the required coverage often means adopting a number of 
backhaul and continuity solutions beyond the use of cellular mast. tetra 
networks are designed to supply focused coverage over large areas and Satellite 
communications provides a cost-effective and resilient means to deliver 
continuous mission critical communications into remote areas providing 
alternative backhaul for urban and semi-urban environments.

Defence and military 
in addition to the need for high quality and resilient voice services in the theatre 
of operations, tetra applications are beginning to bring the potential for 
improvement in situational awareness and in-theatre operation. For example, 
tetra-enabled gun sites allow the field headquarters to see exactly what the 
soldier is seeing.  

Mining and natural resources 
the ability to communicate effectively while underground is essential not only 
for productivity but also worker safety. Specially designed tetra devices provide 
high quality voice services and large button operation for ease of use even in 
pitch black. in addition, avL and apL applications aid productivity, management 
and security above ground.

Utilities 
the effective management of assets – especially in remote areas – is key to the 
high levels of customer service demanded of utility organisations. when a power 
outage occurs, the future success of an organisation can be determined by how 
quickly the service is restored. the type of telemetry and SCaDa applications 
that tetra supports enables real-time monitoring and pre-emptive management.

Transportation 
in addition to the traditional voice and signalling applications, tetra delivers 
services for ticketing and passenger services, safety and security in stations, 
signposting and displays, location systems as well as telemetry and remote 
control of vehicle subsystems.
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Lte – or Long term evolution – is a 

4G technology that provides much 

improved data rates and spectrum 

efficiencies over 3G systems. it 

delivers a very effective means of 

achieving high speed data throughput 

in areas with a strong signal. the US 

has already stated that Lte will be the 

mobile broadband platform for pSS 

organisations in that region. it is highly 

possible that Lte will become the 

standard for mission critical data 

transfer in the future. however, it 

cannot fulfil that role at the moment.

the initial issue revolves around the 

need for higher bandwidth requiring 

higher spectrum range. Currently, 

high speed mobile broadband 

bandwidth requires a frequency rate 

around 2.5 Ghz. tetra is deployed at 

400Mhz. this means that a tetra 

system has ten times the range of a 

2.5 Ghz network. the 2.5Ghz network 

will require hundreds or thousands of 

extra cells, links and a large switching 

platform to achieve the coverage, 

which is likely to be cost prohibitive in 

almost all situations.

today, a pSS or commercial 

organisation needs to identify which 

applications are truly mission critical 

and those which could be described 

as 'business critical' where 

performance and access can be 

prioritised over resilience and security. 

the requirement to move data 

applications onto a mission critical 

teDS networks will be determined by 

capacity and cost. Non-mission 

critical data applications remain on 

public networks, which will protect 

capacity on the mission critical 

network. the creation of a high speed 

data overlay network from a public 

operator can be delivered cost-

effectively as capital expenditure is 

reduced as the amount of private 

infrastructure is reduced. 

however, this requires effective and 

secure inter-connectivity between 

the tetra and data networks. this 

means that when selecting a service 

provider to help with the design and 

implementation of mission critical 

networks, an organisation needs a 

provider that has in depth experience 

of both tetra and wireless 

technologies. this allows the solution 

to provide the optimum combined 

network solution today while creating 

a migration path as broadband tetra 

develops. 

Datasat technologies, the sister 

company of Datasat Communications, 

provides a range of wireless solutions 

and services specifically designed for 

rich media network traffic to enable 

the latest generation of mission 

critical applications such as real time 

video surveillance.

The challenge of mobile broadband
Although TEDS goes some way to address the need for high speed data 
services, applications such as real time video surveillance and live 
broadcast place demands on bandwidth and spectrum range that this 
technology cannot currently support. As a new generation of 4G wireless 
technologies begin to mature, it is likely that organisations will maintain its 
existing TETRA infrastructure for mission critical voice and data while 
expanding their needs for high speed data with an advanced 4G overlay 
network in areas with pressing needs.

TETRA is deployed 
at 400MHz.  
This means that a 
TETRA system  
has ten times  
the range of a 2.5 
GHz network.
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For example, some emergency 

networks focus coverage around the 

national road infrastructure as this 

connects the vast majority of the 

population. 

this requires the ability to deliver 

tetra services into remote and 

isolated areas as well as quickly 

providing mobile services where 

terrestrial infrastructure is damaged 

or unavailable. Satellite becomes the 

ideal backhaul solution in these 

circumstances. 

Satellite provides an effective solution 

for remote tetra implementation 

because of the speed and ease of 

installation of far-end equipment. by 

implementing a Single Carrier per 

Channel (SCpC) vSat system, 

organisations can quickly deploy a 

technology that has the necessary 

bandwidth, resilience and security to 

handle mission critical 

communications. with remote and 

rural implementations, organisations 

have a mature technology that is 

proven to deliver consistently high 

availability with minimal maintenance 

requirements. the network can be 

quickly and easily scaled from one to 

a virtually unlimited number of sites.

the significant cost of satellite comes 

in space segment allocation. 

purchasing the necessary bandwidth 

can be a major recurring cost. this 

needs to be carefully considered 

when designing the satellite 

implementation - especially where 

organisations require the system to 

operate at peak transmission capacity 

at all times.

in reality, the delivery of mission 

critical networks is not always driven 

by economic considerations – 

especially in pSS environments. a 

benefit of SCpC satellite is the ability 

to select an always-on configuration 

where this is appropriate or deploy 

bandwidth on-demand. always-on 

allows for continuous 

communications and, in some 

situations, this may be important even 

when the level of network traffic is 

not high. bandwidth on-demand can 

allow bandwidth to be dynamically 

allocated to make the most efficient 

use of satellite resources. in this way, 

satellite becomes a viable and cost-

effective option for permanent 

installations in remote locations.

the other area where satellite 

technology can help optimise tetra 

networks is in the delivery of mobile 

vSat units at short notice to ensure 

continuous operations where services 

have been disrupted or brought down 

by natural disaster or emergency. 

Mobile units can reach the affected 

area and connection established 

within minutes ensure that efficient 

and secure communications is 

established. advances in 

satellite technology 

means that field 

operatives, with only a 

small amount of training, 

are able to connect to the 

network in under 15 

minutes. 

while vehicle mounted systems are a 

popular form of mobile vSat, self-

assembly units that fit within carry 

cases allow for connection to be 

established  where it would previously 

not have been possible, such as a the 

top of flights of stairs. 

as it operates wholly independently 

from terrestrial infrastructure, satellite 

technology is the only viable solution 

to enable secure voice and data 

applications in disaster situations.

Key benefits 
of satellite
•  Fast deploy at short 

notice

•  High bandwidth 
availability

•  Secure point-to-point 
and point-to-
multipoint connectivity

•  Bandwidth on-demand 
delivers cost-effective 
communications

•  Quickly and easily 
scalable

•  Permanent 
connections to base 
stations in remote 
locations

•   Effective emergency 
communications 
independent of 
terrestrial 
infrastructure

•  Broadband 
connectivity available 
on-board emergency 
vehicles

Delivering flexibility through satellite
The goal of mission critical communications – especially emergency 
communications networks – is to achieve focused coverage over large 
geographical areas. 
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Providing satellite solutions for  
the Airwave Network.
From remote backhaul to 'Rad in a Bag' rapid deploy systems, VSAT satellite 
solutions have an important role to play in delivering flexibility and 
resilience to Great Britain’s emergency services network. Airwave choose 
Datasat Communications to deliver effective satellite services for a 
network that must be continuously available.
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airwave is the world's largest tetra 

Network providing mission critical  

communications services within and 

between the UK emergency services. 

today, the airwave Network covers 

99% of the Great britain's land mass 

– a much greater area than is reached 

by any public cellular network. to 

achieve this level of coverage, the 

airwave Network was extended into 

areas where there was very limited 

terrestrial infrastructure. 

SateLLite CoNNeCtivity iN 
reMote areaS

airwave selected Datasat 

Communications to design, install 

and manage a vSat network to cover 

the most remote locations in Great 

britain. the system involved 

connecting a vSat modem and 

antenna to a tetra at the distant 

end to backhaul network traffic to 

Datasat's UK Network operations 

Centre and onto the airwave  

Network to deliver continuous, high 

performance communications. 

Key to delivering the system was 

the design and development of a 

power converter – the rF/pSU – by 

Datasat Communications specifically 

for the airwave network that let 

tetra traffic travel seamlessly over 

the vSat connections. 

bUiLDiNG reSiLieNCe oN 
the FireLiNK NetworK

when airwave looked to provide the 

Fire & rescue Service with a very 

highly resilient tetra Network, 

Datasat Communications helped 

provide vSat redundant paths for 

existing terrestrial and vSat 

connections. a key concern was that 

there would be no performance 

degradation should the network need 

to switch between connections. 

Datasat Communications developed 

a switching solution for the Network 

that ensures no loss of performance 

while the Network switches between 

connection. 

DeLiveriNG MULtipLe LayerS 
oF MobiLe eMerGeNCy 
reCovery SoLUtioNS

the airwave Network needs to 

continue operations in the unlikely 

event that a base station of cellular 

connection or, more likely, when a 

disaster temporarily removes 

terrestrial connectivity. Datasat 

Communications has designed a 

range of mobile, vehicle mounted 

and self-assembly units to meet 

airwave specifications. working with 

axiell wireless, a fleet of Landrovers 

were fitted to allow off-road 

connectivity. the emergency recovery 

units have reduced the time to 

establish secure communications in 

the field from two hours to 15 minutes. 

the 'rad in a bag' self-assembly can 

be transported in a carry case meaning 

it can be taken anywhere – even up 

flights of stairs – assembled and 

operational in minutes. 

bernie branfield, General Manager at 

Datasat Communications  said: 

“Datasat Communications provides 

bespoke communications solutions 

to our customer's requirements. with 

airwave, we have taken the approach 

that if we don't believe that the 

products or solutions available 

provide the right levels of service or 

quality, we work with airwave to 

develop systems that do.”  

Key achievements
•  Secure, resilient and high performance VSAT backhaul sites in the 

remotest locations throughout the UK

•  Unique knowledge and experience of TETRA and satellite systems 
allows for flexible solution provision to Airwave requirements

•  RF/PSU power converters exclusively designed for operation on the 
Airwave Network 

•  Completely integrated vehicle mounted rapid deploy units reduce 
connection times from 2 hours to 15 minutes

•  ‘Rad in a Bag’ self-assembly mobile units can be transported 
anywhere and assembled in 15 minutes
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About Datasat Communications
Datasat Communications has been successfully delivering remote communications solutions for governments, 

commercial organisations and emergency services for 25 years. Specialists in satellite communications, the 

company brings experience in tetra, terrestrial and wireless technologies to deliver fully integrated satellite 

hybrid networks around the globe.

the company tailors every network to the specific requirements of the organisation – from small bespoke 

networks to large global platform-based systems. with a reputation for quality and customer service, the company 

provides high performance, reliable and secure network infrastructure for internet, broadband and business 

services to remote locations across the globe.

Datasat Communications delivers a range of satellite backhaul services to the world's largest tetra network, 

airwave as well as other major national pSS networks such as tetra ireland.

About Datasat Technologies
Datasat technologies is a leading wireless network service provider. we provide a complete end-to-end service 

based on best-of-breed solutions. we tailor networks to our customers specific business requirements and 

budgets. working closely with our sister companies in the Datasat Group, we deliver a range of communications 

and content services not available from any other service provider.

the company has created the QuadraFlex range of  wireless solutions that have been optimised to accommodate 

the video and rich media traffic required by most of today's business applications. ideal for real time video 

surveillance, the QuadraFlex DN100 and DN200 both meet the MiL-810G standard delivering high performance 

reliably - even in the world's most harsh environments.

Datasat technologies provides a completely bespoke end-to-end service to customers across the globe. in 

addition to design and build services, advanced and flexible network management packages allow organisations 

to select the level of support that matches their business need.
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Twyford, Berkshire 
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